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A study on the mechanism and
control technology of strong
mine pressure in parallel coal
pillar and hard roof mining
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In multi-seam mining, as mining ranges expand and depths increase, the
strong ground pressure exerted on the lower coal-seam working faces (WFs)
or roadways by coal pillars (CPs) and the hard roof between the interburdens
becomes increasingly severe, leading to periodic roof-fall accidents. This study
focused on the 42108 WF of the 4–2 coal seam in the Buertai Coal Mine of
Shandong mining. It combined field tests, theoretical research, and numerical
calculations to investigate the superposition or amplification of ground pressure
as WF traversed the CP with the hard roof between interburdens. The ground
pressure behavior of WF entering and exiting the CP stage progressed from
strong to weak: exiting the CP > under the CP > entering the CP, with
the CP stage being prone to a strong ground pressure occurrence. We
proposed the influence mechanism of strong ground pressure and a seesaw
structural mechanics model under the mining conditions with parallel CPs
and hard roofs. The relationship between the geometric structure movement
and stress evolution of the seesaw space of the overlying hard roof was
analyzed, revealing the mechanism behind stress increase, evident damage,
and the likelihood of dynamic disasters within 5–10 m from the CP boundary
of the WF. The stress concentration factor (SCF) of the advance abutment
pressure in the coal wall was the primary controlling factor determining
seesaw instability, effectively ensuring safe and efficient mining practices. This
research holds significant theoretical importance and practical engineering
value for controlling strong mine pressure under the overlying CPs and
hard roofs.

KEYWORDS

parallel coal pillar, hard roof, strong ground pressure, fan-shaped seesaw, hydraulic
fracturing

1 Introduction

The Shenfu Dongsheng Coalfield ranks among the world’s largest coal fields, primarily
comprising shallow coal seamswith depths less than 400 m.Most primary coal seams consist
of approximately three layers, spaced 20–70 m apart, falling under shallow coal-seam group
mining (Kang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2023; Dang et al., 2024). As the mining intensity and
depth increase, the Shandongmining area has progressively transitioned to deeper and lower
coal-seammining, with the residual pillars in the gob exerting significant influence on lower
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coal-seammining.The strata control faces two principal challenges:
the concentrated stress of the pillars in the CP affecting safety
in production (Maleki, 2017; Huang et al., 2019a; Huang and He,
2019) and the formation of surface cracks due to coal-seam group
mining, causing substantial environmental damage (Huang et al.,
2019b; Wang et al., 2021).

In the Buertai Coal Mine, the main roof of the interburden
comprises medium–fine grained sandstone, which is characterized
by its hardness and thickness, rendering it moderately stable
and resistant to collapse. With a distance of approximately 70 m
between two coal seams, the WF (working face) is subject
to stress concentration from the remaining CPs (coal pillars)
during lower coal-seam mining. Numerous domestic scholars
have extensively researched (Yu, 2010; Kong, 2020; Song et al.,
2021) the behavior of mine pressure exerted by the overlying
remaining CPs on the underlying WF. For instance, Zhu and Yu
(2018) and Zhu et al. (2019) investigated WF support crushing,
surface step collapse, and mine earthquake disasters during mining
under shallowly buried and closely spaced coal seams in China.
They explored the dynamic instability process of CP groups
and the mechanisms underlying support crushing. Similarly,
Xue et al. (2021) established a physical similarity model of thick
and hard rock WF, analyzing the strata movement characteristics
in extra-thick coal seams. Jia et al. (2020) explored the optimal
layout of coal seam mining roadways beneath residual CPs,
determining, through theoretical calculations and MATLAB
software analysis of the mechanical distribution characteristics, that
the maximum failure depth of the 2# coal seam floor influenced by
advanced abutment pressure is 23.7 m. Furthermore, Du (2019)
optimized the narrow CP dimensions of the WF under close-
distance coal seam goafs, considering the influence of different
CP widths on the coal and rock stress distribution. Based on
the theory of internal stress fields and limit equilibrium zones,
they determined the lower and upper limits of narrow CP
dimensions to be 4 m and 7 m, respectively. This body of research
illustrates that residual CPs from overlying coal seams not only
induce concentrated stress effects but also trigger secondary
movement, thereby increasing the disturbance space of the
underlying WF.

In addressing the mine pressure behavior within the stress-
affected zone of the CP section in the WF, numerous scholars
have conducted extensive research. For instance, Cheng et al.
(2020) investigated the influence of the CP width and overburden
characteristics on the deformation of the surrounding rock in gob-
side entry retaining.Dai et al. (2020) proposed an intelligent analysis
method for CP stability. Jiang et al. (2020), through theoretical
calculations and discrete element simulation, analyzed the structural
characteristics and internal stress field distribution in the gob-side
roadway, noting that the maximum bending moment of the main
roof rock beam increases with the lengthening of the suspended
roof. Notably, due to the substantial thickness and weight of the
main roof, the internal stress field in thick and hard main roofs
surpasses that of conventional WFs. Similarly, Bai et al. (2021)
explored the significant linkage disaster-causing effect of chain
instability among the remaining CPs in the goaf. They proposed key
pillar-side filling control technology, elucidated the mechanism of
key pillar-side filling, and determined technical parameters such as
material, strength, width, and shape of the pillar-side filling body.

Xu et al. (2019) analyzed the mechanism and control technology
of narrow CP failure in WFs by integrating theoretical analysis,
numerical simulation, and field measurement. Bai et al. (2017)
investigated the influence of a hard roof on mining roadway failure,
while He et al. (2016) scrutinized the impact of a hard roof on
mine pressure behavior and mine earthquake events. Furthermore,
Zhu et al. (2017) addressed hydraulic support crushing, coal wall
spalling, and serious surrounding rock deformation in gob-side
entry under conditions of extra-thick coal seams and multi-
layer hard roofs. Their mine pressure monitoring revealed the
extensive influence range of mining stress and the formation
of large structures in overburden rock due to multi-layer hard
roofs, highlighting the combined action of substantial mining
space and multi-layer hard roofs as the primary cause of strong
pressure in the WFs. Yang et al. (2016), Zhang et al. (2019), and
Zheng and Kong (2020) investigated the roof breaking movement
law of WFs with hard roofs, establishing a deep beam structure
model with an initial weighting interval of 47.57 m. Numerical
simulations indicated an average periodic weighting interval of
20 m, with field-measured initial weighting intervals of 46 m
and periodic weighting intervals of 18.7–20.8 m, resulting in a
pressure influence range of 1.7–5.6 m. Gao et al. (2018), Chen et al.
(2022), Li J. W. et al. (2023), and Qin et al. (2024) examined the
rock pressure mechanism of fracture instability in hard rock
in the far field, suggesting that the large expansion radius of
ground fracturing can significantly reduce hard roof fracture
steps, thereby reducing WF pressure strength with remarkable
fracturing effects (Huang et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020; Feng et al.,
2022; Li et al., 2024). This approach proves effective and innovative
in achieving strong mine pressure control (Jiang et al., 2024;
Tang et al., 2024; Zheng et al., 2024) by enhancing WF weighting
management through a deeper understanding of hard roof fracture
characteristics, rock mechanical properties, and intelligent early
warning systems (Li X. S. et al., 2023; Ren et al., 2023; Cao et al.,
2024). In addressing the strong mine pressure dynamic load
support, the stability of the surrounding rock is enhanced by
leveraging large deformation anchor cable support techniques
akin to tunnel construction (Yin et al., 2021; Li G. et al., 2023). In
addition, through the way of coal gangue filling mining (Wu et al.,
2023; Fang et al., 2023; Wu et al., 2024; He et al., 2024), on one
hand, the underground gangue is treated, and on the other hand, the
mining space is reduced. Improving the support capacity of the roof
structure on both sides of the coal pillar and reducing the degree
of concentrated stress can effectively alleviate the concentrated
stress of the CP mining in the lower coal seam (Shi H. et al., 2023;
Shi Hao et al., 2023).

The Buertai Coal Mine exhibits characteristics of significant
mining depth, intensemining disturbance, and substantial influence
of CP remnants from the overlying coal seams and hard roofs.
During the mining process of the 4–2 coal seam, the intensity
of strong mine pressure is pronounced, posing a serious threat
to mine safety and production. Consequently, studying the
mechanisms of strong ground pressure in the deep areas of the
Buertai Coal Mine, analyzing prevention and control methods
to mitigate or eliminate strong mine pressure accidents, and
effectively managing strong ground pressure in the WFs of the
Buertai Coal Mine and the broader Shandong mining area are
highly significant.
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FIGURE 1
CP arranged parallel to the lower coal seam WF.Q17

FIGURE 2
Strong ground pressure behavior: (A) lane side bulging; (B) pillar
dumping.

2 Engineering background and
research methods

2.1 Overview of the study area

The average burial depth of the 4–2 coal seam (lower coal seam)
measures 377 m, which is approximately 70 m distant from the
upper goaf. Due to the influence of the CP, the WF experiences
numerous instances of strong ground pressure during lower coal-
seam mining. The 42108 WF exhibits a strike length of 5,170 m
and a width of 310 m. Its roof consists of sandy mudstone and
fine-grained sandstone. Notably, the 42108 WF consists of parallel
CPs from the upper coal seam section, as illustrated in Figure 1.
At the point when the 42108 WF advanced to 1,346 m, during
the WF periodic weighting, the support working resistance sharply
increased, culminating in the collapse of the right column of the 78#
support. The influence of the CP within a 100-m range ahead of
the WF results in significant deformation or failure and instability
of the roadway’s surrounding rock, which is characterized by roof
crushing, sinking, side drumming, and floor drumming, as depicted
in Figure 2.

The Buertai Coal Mine exhibits characteristics of considerable
mining depth and substantial influence of the remaining CPs in the
overlying hard roof. Moreover, the ground pressure is pronounced,
significantly impacting mine safety and production. To categorize
the rock strength index, the rock strength is divided into five
categories based on the density, layer thickness, the product of
tensile and compressive strengths, and the RQD value of the rock.

A strength index less than 21 denotes a V-type extremely weak
rock stratum, while a strength index between 21 and 736 indicates
class IV soft rock stratum. Strength indices between 736 and 4,725
classify it as a class III medium–hard rock stratum, whereas indices
between 4,725 and 15,552 denote class II hard rock strata. A
strength index exceeding 15,552 is classified as class I extremely hard
rock stratum. Table 1 presents detailed information regarding the
classification.

Table 1 highlights that the overlying strata primarily comprises
sandy mudstone and siltstone, mostly from IV to V rock strata.
Notably, the main roof comprises class I siltstone and is 37.1 m
thick, which is classified as an extremely hard rock stratum. The
immediate roof consists of class II sandy mudstone, is 4.31 m thick,
and is categorized as hard rock strata, while the coal seam floor is
composed of class IV coarse-grained sandstone.Therefore, theWF’s
roof in the study area is a hard roof, exerting significant influence
during the CP mining process.

Examining the diagram revealed the necessity for multiple
entries and exits into the CP. The ground pressure behavior of
the WF is significantly influenced by the CP stress concentration.
Field measurements indicate notable disparities in ground pressure
behavior as the WF enters and exits parallel CPs. Upon entry
into parallel CPs, ground pressure is not prominent. Conversely,
upon exiting parallel CPs, ground pressure escalates significantly,
prompting the activation of the safety valve in the WF’s hydraulic
support. Therefore, investigating differences in the overburden
structure during WF entry and exit from CPs and elucidating
the mechanical mechanisms underlying the variations in ground
pressure behavior are crucial.

2.2 On-site ground pressure monitoring

When the 42106 WF enters the middle of the parallel CP,
noticeable roof weighting occurs, accompanied by severe spalling
and stripping of the WF roof. The roof experiences three significant
periodic weightings with intervals of 13–18 m and a maximum
weighting resistance of 51.6 MPa. Notably, the maximum load
area shifts toward the side of the CP when the support under
the upper coal seam goaf undergoes periodic weighting, resulting
in a noticeable weakening of pressure on the supports 100 to
150#. However, upon exiting the CP by 5 m, a distinct strong
ground pressure emerges, leading to direct subsidence of the roof
beneath theCP.Themaximum subsidence reaches 300 mm,with the
maximum pressure strength of 51.2 MPa, as depicted in Figure 3.

2.3 Proposal of the seesaw structure model

Based on the “voussoir beam” theory and extensive three-
dimensional simulation tests, the hard main roof between the lower
and upper coal seams will horizontally break into an “O–X” pattern,
forming an approximate “fan-shaped plate structure” in the middle
of the WF. The stability of this “fan-shaped plate structure” above
the WF is analyzed according to the “S–R” theory of voussoir
beams, yielding an instability criterion for the structure. Due to
the mutual penetration of fracture lines, roof caving and sinking
easily lead to instability in the overburden structure. The seesaw
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TABLE 1 Classification index of the overburden strength in the 4–2 coal seam.

Lithology Density/kg·m−3 Thickness/m Tensile strength/MPa Compressive strength/MPa RQD

Medium-grained sandstone 2,233 1.39 3.56 35.03 0.74

Mudstone 2,369 0.13 2.16 31.25 0.77

Siltstone 2,343 1.15 3.91 36.61 0.66

Sandy mudstone 2,111 0.26 3.45 55.47 0.5

Kern stone 2,377 2.91 1.45 23.87 0.52

Sandy mudstone 2,089 0.14 3.70 40.99 0.79

Fine sandstone 2,287 0.72 4.76 34.28 0.79

Sandy mudstone 2,321 10.9 4.31 51.24 0.85

Siltstone 2,325 37.1 4.89 68.28 0.95

Sandy mudstone 2,403 4.31 6.66 81.64 0.95

4–2 Coal seam 1,274 6.56 1.37 21.23 0.23

Siltstone 2,232 1.98 2.03 33.65 0.22

Fine sandstone 2,301 1.99 5.61 42.83 0.52

FIGURE 3
Ground pressure curved surface when the WF exits the CP.

structure model of the main roof at different CP stages is depicted
in Figure 4.

The passage of the WF through the CP is divided into three
stages: “entering CP,” “under CP,” and “exiting CP.”The roof breaking
and stress situation are illustrated in Figure 5. When the lower coal
seam WF enters and exits the CP, the main roof forms a “seesaw
structure” with two fulcrums: one primary fulcrum located in the
coal wall and one auxiliary fulcrum provided by the hydraulic
support.

The support force of the coalwall to themain roof breaking block
is assumed to be evenly distributed, positioning themain fulcrum of
the “seesaw structure” in the coal wall approximately at themidpoint
between the coal wall and the fracture position. The auxiliary
fulcrum provided by the hydraulic support is situated approximately
above the pillar. Although the “seesaw structure” is a development

and application of the “voussoir beam” hinged structure when the
WF passes through parallel CPs, some differences exist between the
two. In the “voussoir beam” hinged structure, the stress of the key
block is assumed to be uniform, whereas in the “seesaw structure,”
at different stages of CP entry and exit, the stress of the key block is
dynamic. UponWF entry into the CP, the stress concentration factor
(SCF) of the hard roof ahead of the WF exceeds 1 due to the CP
stress concentration, while the SCF of the hard roof behind the WF
is less than 1. Therefore, when support resistance is not substantial,
it ensures that the fan-shaped seesaw does not rotate violently,
preventing WF support-crushing accidents. However, upon CP exit
by the WF, the SCF of the hard roof behind the WF significantly
increases due to CP stress concentration.This increase in SCFmakes
the main roof prone to shear failure upon exiting the CP, rendering
the coal wall incapable of supporting the main roof. Inadequate WF
support resistance may lead to roof-cutting subsidence, resulting in
support-crushing accidents.

2.4 Construction of the CDEM model

The deformable block discrete element model, developed based
on the rigid block discrete element, can be directly transformed from
the calculation model of a continuous medium to the discontinuous
calculation model, known as the continuum-based distinct element
method (CDEM). In this study, CDEM numerical simulation
software is employed to simulate the evolution of the stope structure
and the law ofmine pressure during coal-seammining in the Buertai
Coal Mine. The thickness of mining in the 42108 WF ranges from
3.46 to 7.05 m, with an average of 6.13 m.TheWF length is 300.3 m,
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FIGURE 4
Seesaw structure model of the WF entering and exiting the CP at different stages: (A) WF entering the CP; (B) WF exiting the CP.

FIGURE 5
Seesaw structure model of the WF.

the strike length is 4,807.9 m, and the burial depth is 470 m, with an
inter-distance of 70 m between the seams.

To simplify numerical calculations, this study establishes a
model featuring a 4–2 coal seam and an overburden height of 160 m
and a model width of 1,000 m. Additionally, a vertical uniform
pressure of 7.5 MPa, equivalent to the weight of a 300-m rock layer,
is applied above the model. Based on the comprehensive borehole
data, a simplified geologicalmodel and the corresponding numerical
calculation model are depicted in Figure 6.

The upper boundary of the numerical model primarily relates
to the gravity of the overburden rock, with a load q = γh =
7.5 MPa. It is movable in the x-direction, while the y-direction
features fixed-hinge support, i.e., v = 0. The boundary conditions
on both sides of the model are simplified as displacement boundary
conditions, allowing movement in the y-direction, with the x-
direction having fixed-hinge support, i.e., u = 0. The physical
and mechanical parameters of each rock layer in the numerical
simulation model are outlined in Table 2. The maximum tensile
stress and Mohr–Coulomb strength criterion are selected as

the criteria for judging the failure of the rock and coal seam
(Huang et al., 2019a; Jiang et al., 2024; Wu et al., 2024).

An observation line is established in the CP and the sub-
key stratum 1 between the layers to monitor the stress evolution
characteristics of the overlying strata during coal-seammining, with
each measuring point spaced at 1-m intervals. During WF mining,
the support command is utilized to determine the support efficiency
provided by the hydraulic support.

3 Results

3.1 Mechanical analysis of the seesaw
when the WF enters the CP

As depicted in Figure 7A, when the WF initiates entry into the
CP, the seesaw structure of the main roof (key block A) undergoes
mechanical analysis. Here,Qc

E represents the joint force of key block
A bearing the load on the goaf side, whileQm

E denotes the joint force
of key blockA experiencing front abutment pressure in the coal wall.
Additionally, G signifies the weight of key block A, T represents the
horizontal extrusion pressure between the key blocks, Fs

E indicates
the initial support resistance (ISR), and Pm

E stands for the support
force of the coal wall as shown in Figure 7B.

Key block A sustains load Qc
E on the goaf side, generating a

counterclockwise torque due to its weight G. Simultaneously, the
support force Fs

E and key block A produce a clockwise moment
against the front abutment pressure Qm

E in the coal wall, impeding
the rotation of the seesaw structure (key block A).

The magnitude of load Qc
E on the goaf side directly influences

the ease of rotation of the seesaw structure (key block A) toward the
goaf. Conversely, greater support force Fs and the front abutment
pressure Qm

E in the coal wall reduce the likelihood of the seesaw
structure rotation. Upon initiation of WF entry into the CP, the
SCF Kc

E of the seesaw structure (key block A) bearing the load on
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FIGURE 6
Numerical model established by CDEM.

TABLE 2 Mechanical parameters of coal rock in the study area.

Lithologic
characteristic

Thickness/m Densitykg/m3 Elastic
modulus/GPa

Poisson
ratio

Cohesion/MPa Tensile
strength/MPa

Internal
friction
angle/°

Sandy mudstone 14 2,283 2.25 0.36 2.95 1.72 32.5

Medium-grained
sandstone

12 2,142 3.49 0.22 4.40 6.12 23.1

Sandy mudstone 18 2,283 2.25 0.36 2.95 1.72 32.5

Fine sandstone 16 2,444 1.25 0.29 6.12 6.12 26.1

Sandy mudstone 12 2,283 2.25 0.36 2.95 1.72 32.5

2–2 Coal seam 3 1,320 1.26 0.31 1.74 0.69 34.2

Siltstone 23 2,444 1.25 0.26 6.12 6.12 26.1

Sandy mudstone 15 2,283 2.25 0.36 2.95 1.72 32.5

Fine sandstone 24 2,444 1.25 0.29 6.12 6.12 26.1

Sandy mudstone 14 2,283 2.25 0.36 2.95 1.72 32.5

4–2 Coal seam 7 1,320 1.34 0.30 1.83 0.72 35.6

Sandy mudstone 5 2,283 2.25 0.36 2.95 1.72 32.5

Fine sandstone 15 2,444 1.25 0.29 6.12 6.12 26.1

the goaf side is less than 1, indicating a small Qc
E. Conversely, SCF

Km
E of the abutment pressure in front of the coal wall exceeds 1,

signifying a largeQm
E. Therefore, minimal support force is required

to control the seesaw structure rotation, resulting in a low ground
pressure on the WF.

According to the stress analysis of the “seesaw structure” during
WF entry into the CP, the equilibrium equation can be formulated
as follows:

∑FEy = 0

∑ME
main = 0

, (1)

FEs + PEm = QE
c +G+QE

m

FEs ⋅ (s+
lm
2
)+QE

m ⋅
lm
6
= QE

c ⋅ (
2lc
3
+
lm
2
)+G ⋅ (L

2
−
lm
2
)
, (2)

QE
c =

KE
c γHlc
2 ,

QE
m =

KE
mγHlm
2
,

G = γhL,

l f =
M
2ξ f

ln
KmγH+C cot φ
ξ(p+C cot φ)

,

ξ =
1+ sin φ
1− sin φ

,

L = lc + lm.

(3)

Here, M denotes coal thickness, m; γ represents the average bulk
density of the rock, kN/m3; H denotes the coal-seam buried depth,
m; s denotes the distance between the hydraulic prop of theWF and
the coal wall, m; L denotes the main roof thickness, m; lc denotes
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FIGURE 7
Force analysis of the seesaw when the WF enters the CP: (A) stress distribution of the overlying strata in the stage when the WF enters the CP; (B) roof
mechanical model analysis.Q18

the main roof weighting interval, m; lc represents the saw hanging
length, m; lm represents the depth of the seesaw in the coal wall,
m; Kc

O denotes the SCF of the load on the suspended side of the
seesaw;Km

E denotes the SCF of the abutment pressure of the seesaw
in the coal wall; p denotes the supporting force of the support to the
coal wall; φ represents the internal friction angle of coal, °; f denotes
the friction coefficient of the contact surface; and C denotes coal
cohesion, MPa.

Considering the width of the WF support, the hydraulic
support’s force Fs

E can be derived from Formulas 1, 2 as
follows:

FEs =
[QE

c ⋅ (4L− lm) + 3G ⋅ (L− lm) −QE
m ⋅ lm] ⋅W

6s+ 3lm
, (4)

FEs =
[KE

c γH(L− lm)(4L− lm) + 6γhL ⋅ (L− lm) −KE
mγHlm

2] ⋅W

12s+ 6lm
.

(5)

Here,W represents the width of the hydraulic support, m.
Applying Formula 4, duringWF entry into the CP, the hydraulic

support’s force Fs
E includes the SCFKc of the load on the suspended

side of the seesaw, the SCF Km of the seesaw in the coal wall, the
main roof ’s weighting interval L, the depth lm of the seesaw, the
thickness h of the main roof, and the buried depth H of the coal
seam.

Based on the engineering geological conditions of the Buertai
Coal Mine and the parameters of the hydraulic support, the
following parameters are considered:

The average bulk density of rock γ = 25 kN/m3, coal-seamburied
depth H = 400 m, main roof weighting interval distance L = 15 m,
main roof average thickness h = 10 m, coal seam thicknessM = 6 m,
support widthW = 2.05 m, coal seam cohesionC = 1.5 MPa, friction
coefficient f = 0.4, and support force p = 0. By substituting these
parameters into Formula 3, the fracture position of the main roof lm
≈ 4.0 m. Subsequently, by applying these parameters to Formula 4,
the variation law of the ISR with various parameters during WF
entry into the CP can be determined.

3.1.1 Influence law of the SCF on the hanging
side of the seesaw

During the entry of the lower coal seam’s WF into the CP, the
variation in Fs

E with the SCF Kc
E on the hanging side of the seesaw

is depicted in Figure 8. As SCF Kc
E increases, the ISR experiences

a notable increase. When the SCF Kc
E of the suspended side of

the “seesaw structure” exceeds certain thresholds (0.5, 0.4, 0.3, and
0.2, respectively), the support force exerted by the hydraulic support
surpasses its rated working resistance of 21,000 kN upon WF entry
into the CP.

Additionally, the ISR diminishes with an increase in SCFKm
E of

the front abutment pressure. In other words, under the combined
influence of the stress concentration in the upper CP and WF
mining, the abutment pressure escalates. This scenario, where Qm

E

is large, necessitates only minimal force from the support to manage
the rotation of the “seesaw structure,” resulting in reduced ground
pressure on the WF.

When the SCF Kc
E of the suspended side load of the “seesaw

structure” exceeds 0.4, the ISR will surpass its rated working
resistance upon WF entry into the CP. This prompts the opening
of the safety valve of the hydraulic support, support contraction,
and rotation of the “seesaw structure,” leading to ground pressure.
However, the goaf ’s warped side, positioned below the upper gob,
forms a “voussoir beam”-bearing structure with the upper key
stratum 2, primarily shouldering the upper load and safeguarding
the lower “seesaw structure.” Consequently, the SCF of the load
on the hanging side of the seesaw remains minimal. Thus, during
WF entry into the CP, the support force is generally low, and
strong ground pressure is typically absent, which is consistent with
measured results.

3.1.2 Influence law of the periodic weighting
interval of the main roof

Drawing on the measured results of WF 42108, the periodic
weighting interval falls within the range of 12–19 m. Analyzing
different SCFs (Kc

E = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4) on the goaf side of
the “seesaw structure” during WF entry into the CP reveals the
variation in the ISR with the periodic weighting interval L, as
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FIGURE 8
Variation law of Fs

E with SCF Kc
E on the hanging side of the seesaw.

FIGURE 9
Variation law of Fs

E with the periodic weighting interval L.

depicted in Figure 9. Notably, as the weighting interval increases, the
support force experiences rapid increase.

For SCFs Kc
E = 0.1 and Kc

E = 0.2 on the goaf side of the
seesaw structure, the support force remains below its rated working
resistance within the measured weighting interval range. This
indicates that the support’s safety valve will not open, and the roof
will not sink. However, for SCF Kc

E = 0.3 on the goaf side, if the
main roof weighting interval exceeds 18 m, the support force will
surpass its rated working resistance, prompting the safety valve to
open, potentially causing roof sinking.

3.1.3 Influence of the SCF of the front abutment
pressure of the seesaw

When the WF enters the CP, the trend of Fs
E with SCF Km

E is
depicted in Figure 10. With an increase in SCF Km

E, the support
force gradually decreases. This decline primarily stems from the
clockwise moment generated by the WF’s front abutment pressure,
impeding the rotation of the “seesaw structure” toward the goaf.

Therefore, a larger SCF of the advancing coal wall results in a
greater pressure borne by the seesaw structure within the coal wall,
which consequently reduces its likelihood of rotation.When theWF

FIGURE 10
Variation law of Fs

E with s Km
E in the coal wall.

initially enters theCP and SCFKm
E >1, the seesaw structure remains

stationary, alleviating stress on the WF support.

3.1.4 Influence of the fracture position of the
seesaw in the coal wall

Figure 11 illustrates the variation in the support force Fs
E of the

WF with the fracture position L of the seesaw. With an increase in
the fracture depth of themain roof, the load on the support gradually
diminishes.This decline is primarily attributed to the deeper fracture
position, resulting in increased support force on the seesaw structure
and reduced support load.

3.1.5 Influence of the thickness of the main roof
When the WF enters the CP, under varying SCF conditions

of the “seesaw structure” on the goaf side (Kc
E = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,

and 0.4), Figure 12 illustrates the trend of Fs
E with the main roof

thickness h. With an increase in the main roof thickness h, the ISR
experiences a substantial increase. This effect is observed when the
SCF of the “seesaw structure” on the goaf side is Kc

E = 0.1 and Kc
E

= 0.2.
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FIGURE 11
Variation law of Fs

E with the fracture position lm of the seesaw.

FIGURE 12
Variation in the support force Fs

E with the main roof thickness h.

Considering the geological conditions of WF, where the main
roof comprises fine-grained sandstone with a thickness ranging
from 6 to 17 m, the main roof thickness fluctuates during WF
advancement, leading to ISR fluctuations.

3.1.6 Influence of the mining thickness
Figure 13 illustrates the ISR’s variationwith themining thickness

M as the WF enters the CP. With an increase in the coal-seam
mining thickness, the ISR of the WF gradually decreases. Therefore,
increasing the mining thicknessM can alleviate the support load.

In summary, as the WF enters the CP, the ISR increases with
rising SCF Kc

E, main roof weighting interval, and fracture position
distance and decreases with SCF Km

E and mining thicknessM.

3.2 Mechanical analysis of the seesaw
when the WF exits the CP

Figure 14 illustrates the model of the main roof breaking
“seesaw” when the WF exits the CP. As depicted, the main fulcrum
is situated in the coal wall, with the WF’s hydraulic support serving

FIGURE 13
Variation law of Fs

E with the mining thickness M of the coal seam.

as the auxiliary point. Notably, the mechanical distinctions between
the “seesaw” when the WF exits the CP and when it enters the CP
are evident in the following two aspects:

(1) The SCF (Kc
O >1) at the goaf substantially exceeds the SCFKc

E

<1 at the CP. This disparity arises because, upon CP removal,
the “seesaw” area lies directly beneath the stress concentration
zone at the CP’s edge. Consequently, the greater the load Qb
of the “seesaw” above the goaf, the easier it rotates toward the
goaf.

(2) During CP exit, the inner part of the coal wall in front of the
“seesaw” resides below the upper goaf (i.e., the stress reduction
area). Consequently, the SCF of the leading abutment pressure
in the coal wall of theWF (Km

O <1) and the resultant forceQm
E

of the front abutment pressure are diminished, facilitating the
“seesaw’s” rotation toward the goaf.

Under the combined effect of these factors, the fundamental
“seesaw” structure is more prone to rotate toward the goaf during
CP exit than duringCP entry.Therefore, the supportmerely needs to
offer a larger supporting force to prevent the “seesaw” from rotating.
This leads to significant safety valve opening, top subsidence cutting,
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FIGURE 14
Force analysis of the seesaw when the WF exits the CP: (A) stress distribution of the overlying strata in the WF exiting the CP stage; (B) roof mechanical
model analysis.

and heightened coal wall ore pressure due to the WF’s hydraulic
thrust.

According to the force analysis of the “seesaw” during the CP
exit, the equilibrium equation can be formulated as follows:

∑FOy = 0,

∑MO
main = 0,

(6)

FOs + POm = QO
c +G+QO

m

FOs ⋅ (s+
lm
2
)+QO

m ⋅
lm
6
= QO

c ⋅ (
2lc
3
+
lm
2
)+G ⋅ (L

2
−
lm
2
)
, (7)

QO
c =

KO
c γHlc
2
; QO

m =
KO
mγHlm
2
. (8)

In these formulas, Kc
O represents the SCF of the hanging side of

the seesaw, while Km
O denotes the SCF of the abutment pressure of

the seesaw in the coal wall.
According to Formulas 6, 7, the supporting force Fs can be

calculated as follows:

FOs =
[QO

c ⋅ (4lc + 3lm) + 3G ⋅ (L− lm) −Q
O
m ⋅ lm] ⋅W

6s+ 3lm
. (9)

By substituting Formula 8 into Formula 9, we get the following
equation:

FOs =
[KO

c γH(L− lm)(4L− lm) + 6γhL(L− lm) −KO
mγHlm

2] ⋅W

12s+ 6lm
.

(10)

The main roof thickness and mechanical parameters, the seam
thickness and mechanical parameters, and the burial depth remain
constant during WF passage through the CP, implying that the
periodic weighting interval and fracture position in the coal wall
remain unchanged.

Combining Equations 5 and 10 yields the hydraulic support
force ratio when theWF exits and enters the CP, which is as follows:

FOs
FEs
=
KO
c H(L− lm)(4L− lm) + 6hL ⋅ (L− lm) −KO

mHlm
2

KE
cH(L− lm)(4L− lm) + 6hL ⋅ (L− lm) −KE

mHlm
2 . (11)

According to Formula 11, when the WF exits the CP and enters
the CP, the SCF is influenced by the SCF (Kc

E, Kc
O) on the hanging

side of the seesaw and the SCF (Km
E,Km

O) of the abutment pressure
of the seesaw in the coal wall.

The SCF above the goaf is KcO ˃1, while the inner part of the coal
wall in front of the goaf resides in the stress reduction area below the
goaf. Consequently, the SCF of the leading abutment pressure in the
coal wall of the WF is Km

O˂1.
Conversely, when the CP is inserted into the WF, the stress on

the “seesaw” behind the WF presents the opposite scenario: Kc
E˂1

above the goaf and Km
E˃1 for the leading abutment pressure in the

coal wall of the WF.
According to Formula 11, the ratio Fs

O/Fs
E >1 of the supporting

force indicates that the load of the supportwhen exiting theCP in the
WF is significantly greater thanwhen entering theCP. Consequently,
the “seesaw” is more likely to rotate toward the goaf when the WF
exits the CP, resulting in intensified ground pressure.

3.3 Construction of the roof structure
model for the WF passing through the CP

Figure 15 illustrates the activity of the surrounding rock and
the vertical stress distribution (where the blue line represents the
vertical stress of the key stratum) in the interlayer sub-key stratum
1 as the WF advances to different positions. Upon entering the CP
boundary, theWF and the front coal wall jointly support the load of
the upper rock layer, which is primarily borne by the front coal body
(Figure 15B).

As theWF approaches the boundary of the CP, a significant load
is transmitted below the right boundary of the CP. Upon exiting
the boundary, the support aligns directly beneath the overlying
CP boundary, influenced by the fracture interval of the sub-
key stratum 1 (Figure 15C). During this phase, the load on the
stope’s surrounding rock concentrates directly above the support.
Consequently, when the WF exits the CP boundary, the coal
body ahead of the WF remains unloaded, with the main load
concentrated on the support. This creates a lever-like fulcrum at
the support position, making the WF susceptible to considerable
ground pressure and even crushing disasters upon pushing beyond
the boundary. Following the occurrence of dynamic load rock
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FIGURE 15
Strata structure and sub-key stratum 1 stress distribution of the 4–2 coal seam under pillar mining: (A) before entering the CP; (B) when entering the
CP; (C) when exiting the CP.

pressure in the CP stage, the stress distribution of survey line 2
in the sub-key layer 1 is re-transferred to the coal body in front
of the WF.

Figure 16 illustrates the change in the supporting stress curve
inside the CP as the WF advances through different mining
stages. Due to the CP’s width of 36 m, the stress inside the
CP after WF mining presents a double hump type (Figure 16A).
During the period when the WF enters the CP boundary,
the load inside the CP undergoes slight changes with minimal
alterations in the hump distribution characteristics on the CP’s
right side (Figure 16B). Upon exiting the CP boundary, the
stress on the CP’s right side sharply declines, as depicted
in Figure 16C.

Figure 17 depicts the stress distribution curve in the sub-key
layer 1 between the layers as the WF enters and leaves the CP
boundary. When the WF enters the CP, the load of the overlying
strata is shared by the support and the front coal body (Figure 17A).
As the WF exits the CP, the bearing fulcrum gradually shifts toward
the WF until it acts on the support. Subsequently, after the WF exits
the CP boundary, the load of the overlying strata is transferred back
to the coal wall of the WF.

Numerical simulation revealed that the transfer of the roof
structure’s fulcrum varies as the WF enters and exits the CP
boundary. This observation confirms the accuracy of the seesaw
mechanical model.

4 Discussions

Based on the fundamental physical and mechanical parameters
in the Buertai Mine and the support parameters, the variation in the
support force ratio with various parameters can be determined by
combining Formula 11 when the working face exits and enters the
CP.

4.1 Variation law of SCF Kc
O

The support force ratio changes with SCF Kc
O on the hanging

side of the seesawwhen theWF exits and enters the CP, as illustrated
in Figure 18. With an increase in the side SCF of the gob of the
“seesaw” during CP discharge, the support force ratio during CP
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FIGURE 16
Abutment pressure distribution in the CPs during the upper and lower
coal-seam mining: (A) after the mining of the upper coal seam; (B)
during entry into the CP; (C) during exit from the CP.

operation gradually increases. For instance, when the SCF of the gob
of the “seesaw” during CP discharge is Kc

E = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8,
respectively, the support force of the support is approximately 12
times, 9 times, 7 times, and 6 times that of the support during CP
discharge.

FIGURE 17
Stress evolution in sub-key stratum 1: (A) during entry into the CP; (B)
during exit from the CP.

FIGURE 18
Support force ratio with the variation in SCF Kc

O on the hanging side
of the seesaw.

4.2 Variation in Km
O of front abutment

pressure in the coal wall

The support force ratio changes with SCF Km
O of the stilted

slab, as depicted in Figure 19. For SCF values in the gob of Kc
O
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FIGURE 19
Variation in the ratio of support force with SCF Km

O within the warped
coal wall.

= 2, 3, 4, and 5, the pressure is approximately 6 times, 9 times,
13 times, and 16 times that of the CP. The SCF Km

O of the
“seesaw” has no significant influence on the pressure of the support
on the WF.

4.3 Variation in the support force ratio with
the fracture position lm

The support force ratio varies with the fracture position lm of the
seesaw, as shown in Figure 20. The fracture position of the “seesaw”
in the coal wall has minimal influence on the pressure. For SCFs
in the gob of Kc

O = 2, 3, 4, and 5, the pressure of the support is
approximately 4 times, 6 times, 7 times, and 9 times that of the CP,
respectively.

The support force ratio when the WF exits and enters the
CP is primarily affected by the SCF (Kc

E, Kc
O) of the hanging

side of the seesaw and the abutment pressure SCF (Km
E, Km

O)
of the seesaw in the coal wall. The SCF Kc

O>1 of the “seesaw”
above the goaf when the WF exits the CP and the inner
part of the coal wall in front of the “seesaw” is located in
the stress reduction zone below the goaf, indicating that the
SCF Km

O<1 of the leading abutment pressure in the coal wall
of the WF.

However, when theWF enters the CP, the stress situation behind
the “qiao slab” in front of theWF is reversed, with SCF Kc

E<1 above
the goaf and SCFKm

E>1 of the leading abutment pressure in the coal
wall of the WF.

According to Formula 11, the ratio Fs
O/Fs

E >1 of the supporting
force when the WF exits and enters the CP, which indicates
that the load of the hydraulic support when the WF enters the
CP is significantly greater than that when the WF exits the CP.
This implies that the “seesaw” is more likely to turn toward the
goaf when the CP is discharged, leading to more intense ore
pressure on the WF.

FIGURE 20
Support force ratio with the change law of the fracture position of the
seesaw.

5 Engineering practice and the effect
of hydraulic fracturing

In the 42108 WF, a total of six drilling fields are arranged, each
containing three boreholes, resulting in a total of 18 boreholes. The
designed aperture is 96 mm, with the No.1 hole extending 96 mm to
the immediate roof, the No. 2 hole extending 153 mm, and the lower
127-mm casing crossing the rock stratum for 10 m. Following casing
solidification, a 96-mm final hole is drilled according to the design
trajectory. The target layer for borehole fracturing is the main roof
sandstone. Individual hole lengths range from 350 m to 585 m, with
each hole designed to fracture into 5 to 10 sections. The cumulative
drilling length is 8320 m, with a total of 140 designed fracturing
sections. Among these, the No. 1 drilling field addresses the initial
mining and cutting position of the WF; the No.2 to No.3 drilling
fields correspond to the square position of theWF, while the No. 4 to
No. 6 drilling fields are situated in areas deeper than 400 m. Given a
WF width of 313 m, boreholes are evenly distributed with a spacing
of 78.25 m, extending from the 42108 WF auxiliary head gate and
head gate.When fracturing a single borehole at an adjacent position,
the spacing between the two boreholes is maintained within 30 m;
when both boreholes require fracturing, the spacing is within 60 m.
The preliminary design sets the fracturing section spacing at 30 m,
with a fracturing section length of 6 m.

In this engineering endeavor, the multi-point drag staged
hydraulic fracturing method of roof directional long boreholes
is employed, with clear water chosen as the fracturing medium.
The pump group initiates pump operation at a low position. Once
the pressure exceeds 5 MPa, the packer completes expansion
and setting. Hydraulic fracturing construction proceeds via
simultaneous double pump activation. The injection flow rate
increases, rapidly elevating pressure to 30.7 MPa. High-pressure
water flow then acts on the coal wall, initiating construction.
Subsequently, the fracturing equipment undergoes a cycle of
drainage and dragging to the designated fracturing section. The
drilling length totals 408 m, with nine cumulative fracturing
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FIGURE 21
Comparison of the load of the support during the initial mining stage: (A) average load of the support; (B) maximum load of the support.

TABLE 3 Comparison of mine pressure parameters in WF.

WF First
weighting
interval/m

Distance of
the first

weighting/m

Maximum
pressure of
the first

weighting/MPa

Average
pressure of
the first

weighting/MPa

Dynamic
factor

First
weighting
area/km2

42106 42 5.5 52.9 45.3 1.80 14729.2

42107 50 6.0 50.9 40.2 1.59 1606.8

42108 58 15.2 51.9 37.5 1.48 4083.9

sections. Each fracturing section spans 6.4 m, with continuous
water injection fracturing lasting 1,068 min. The cumulative water
injection volume amounts to 410.35 m3, with themaximumpressure
reaching 30.7 MPa, minimum pressure at 10.0 MPa, maximum
pressure drop of 10.0 MPa, and more than 200 instances of
cumulative pressure drops exceeding 3.0 MPa. The fracturing effect
is evident.

Figure 21 illustrates that under identical geological mining
conditions, the maximum load borne by the supports of WF 42107
and 42108 is lower than that ofWF42106. Specifically, themaximum
load ofWF supports with directional long borehole staged hydraulic
fracturing is lower compared to that of WF supports without

hydraulic fracturing. During the initial mining phase, the average
maximum load of WF 42106 support is 42.80 MPa, whereas that
of WF 42107 is 38.95 MPa, and that of WF 42108 is 36.14 MPa.
Consequently, the maximum load of WF 42107 is 3.85 MPa lower
than that of WF 42106 support, marking a decrease of 15.56%.
Similarly, the maximum load of WF 42108 is 6.66 MPa lower than
that of WF 42106 support, indicating a decrease of 8.97%.

Field measurements and analysis reveal that following the
implementation of hydraulic fracturing in WFs 42107 and 42108,
compared with WF 42106 without hydraulic fracturing, several
improvements are noted. The continuous distance of the first
weighting of the main roof is reduced, resulting in an average
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pressure decrease of 7.8 MPa during the initial weighting of themain
roof. Moreover, the dynamic load coefficient decreases by 17% to
1.48. This reduction is attributed to a decrease in the initial pressure
range and the area of the main roof, with the pressure area reduced
to 4083.9 km2, which is nearly three times smaller, as depicted
in Table 3.

6 Conclusion

(1) This study analyzed the mechanism of strong mine pressure
in the CP-affected area. When the WF traversed the parallel
CP, the hard roof of the interburden fractured and collapsed,
forming a masonry beam structure. Drawing from the O–X
fracture characteristics of the broken roof strata in the
WF, we constructed a seesaw structure model depicting the
overburden formation when the WF passed through the CP.

(2) Theoretical analysis revealed that as the WF entered the CP
area, the stress concentration of the CP caused the SCF of the
hard roof to exceed 1, while behind theWF, it decreased below
1. When the support resistance of the WF was moderate, it
prevented violent rotation of the fan-shaped seesaw, averting
support-crushing accidents. Conversely, upon exiting the CP
area, the stress concentration of the CP significantly elevated
the SCF of the hard roof. This may induce shear failure in
the main roof, rendering the coal wall incapable of supporting
it, leading to roof-cutting subsidence and intensified ground
pressure, thus increasing the likelihood of support-crushing
accidents.

(3) Numerical calculations revealed a notable stress escalation
in the parallel CP following the mining of the upper coal
seam, coupled with severe plastic damage to the interburden.
Subsequent mining of the lower coal seam exacerbated the
plastic failure degree of the overlying parallel CP, significantly
impacting the stress and displacement of the surrounding rock
of the WF in the lower coal seam.

(4) We established a comprehensive control technology for
mitigating strong ground pressure through hydraulic
fracturing to weaken the hard roof. Technical parameters
defining hydraulic fracturing to weaken the hard roof were
delineated. Through the implementation of strong ground
pressure control in WF and monitoring of ground pressure,
effective mitigation of the detrimental effects of the overlying
CP on strong ground pressure during lower coal-seammining
was achieved.
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